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Holy Week Lamentations in Vilnius Cathedral
Didžiosios savaitės lamentacijos Vilniaus katedroje

Abstract
This article sets forward a theory concerning the formation of the cycle of Holy Week lamentations for Vilnius Cathedral from the works
of two different authors – Zgirski (first name unknown) and Antoni Sokulski (1771–1840). This hypothesis is based on the analysis of the
manuscripts of three parts of the cycle of lamentations: Lamentations in C by Zgirski (LNMMB F 105–57, LMA F 43–27240), Lamentations in C minor (LNMMB F 105–99) and Lamentations in F major (LNMMB F 105–430) by Sokulski. These works come from the same
library collection, have a similar timeline pattern of performances, and they complement each other in the light of the liturgical canons of
Holy Week. This article gives a brief description of the lamentations (Lamentatio Jeremiae Prophetae) – the genre included in the rites of dark
Matins of Holy Week. Information about the authors of the lamentations of Vilnius Cathedral – Zgirski and Sokulski – is complemented
by a description of the manuscripts of the compositions and places emphasis on some of the stylistic features of the works that have been
preserved in the form of scores and separate voice parts in the collections of the Mažvydas National Library in Vilnius and the Wroblewski
Library of the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences.
Keywords: Vilnius, 19th century, Zgirski, Antoni Sokulski, spiritual music, lamentations, prophet Jeremiah.
Anotacija
Šiame straipsnyje pateikiama teorija apie Vilniaus katedroje XVIII–XIX a. sandūroje susiformavusį Didžiosios savaitės lamentacijų ciklą,
remiantis dviejų skirtingų autorių – Zgirskio (vardas nežinomas) ir Antonio Sokulskio (1771–1840) – darbais. Šios hipotezės pagrindą
sudaro lamentacijų trijų dalių ciklo rankraščių analizė: Zgirskio Lamentacija C-dur (LNMMB F 105–57, LMA F 43–27240), Sokulskio
Lamentacijos c-moll (LNMMB F 105–99) ir F-dur (LNMMB F 105–430). Tai tos pačios bibliotekos kolekcijos kūriniai, papildantys vienas
kitą Didžiosios savaitės liturginių kanonų prasme. Straipsnyje pateikiamas trumpas lamentacijų aprašymas („Lamentatio Jeremiae Prophetae“) – žanras, įtrauktas į Didžiosios savaitės naktinių pamaldų apeigas. Informacija apie lamentacijų Vilniaus katedrai autorius – Zgirskį ir
Sokulskį – papildyta kūrinių rankraščių aprašymu, akcentuojami kai kurie stilistiniai kūrinių bruožai (šių kūrinių partitūros ir balsų partijos
saugomos Nacionalinėje Martyno Mažvydo bibliotekoje ir Lietuvos mokslų akademijos Vrublevskių bibliotekoje).
Reikšminiai žodžiai: Vilnius, XIX amžius, Zgirski, Antoni Sokulski, dvasinė muzika, lamentacijos, pranašas Jeremijas.

The cycle of lamentations for Holy Week, a musical
treatment of the Old Testament verses of mourning of the
prophet Jeremiah (Threni, Lamentations), was an important
part of the Roman Catholic liturgy until around 1970 as lessons for the first Nocturne of Matins on Maundy Thursday,
Good Friday and Holy Saturday. The tradition of singing
lamentations was also implemented in one of the most important religious and cultural centres of Lithuania – Vilnius
Cathedral. Besides traditional choral Gregorian chants that
had been certainly used in the temple for centuries, at the
end of18th– in the first third of the 19th century, musical
embodiments of the prophet Jeremiah’s lamentations came
into being in the musical environment of the Vilnius Cathedral, now preserved in the form of manuscript musical
scores by local authors – Zgirski (first name unknown) and
Antoni Sokulski (1771–1840). In due time these works
belonged to the musical collections of Vilnius Cathedral1
and today they are kept in the holdings of the Mažvydas
National Library in Vilnius and the Wroblewski library
of the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences. Scores of the
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Lamentations in C by Zgіrski (LNMMB F 105–57, LMA
F 43–27240)2 and the Lamentations in C minor (LNMMB
F 105–99) and Lamentations in F major (LNMMB F
105–430)3 by Sokulski, which probably formed a single
cycle of lamentations for Holy Week, will be the subject of
analysis in this article.
As the genre of lamentations is rather little known in
musicology, here is a short description.
The Lamentations of Jeremiah the Prophet (Lamentatio
Jeremiae Prophetae) from the Old Testament are part of
the Divine Office and are recited during Tenebrae, or the
celebrations of Matins and Lauds on the last three days of
Holy Week with gradually extinguished candles.4 Dark
matins with their attached services of lauds on Maundy
Thursday, Good Friday and Holy Saturday formed an important part of the dramatized rituals of Holy Week. The
following symbolic ritual was performed during them: after
reading each of the nine psalms of Matins and five psalms
of Lauds, one candle of a fifteen-branched candlestick was
quenched to remind the people of the apostles who had left
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Jesus in his last moments. The fifteenth candle was hidden
behind the altar, so the church was virtually unlit, “dark.”
The meaning of these services is intended as preparation
for full mourning on Good Friday, the day of Jesus’ death
on the cross.
The lamentations, or weeping, (Gr. Threni) were introduced into the Western Christian services back in the 9th
or 10th century. According to the liturgical order, three
different lessons from the five elegies of the Lamentations of
Jeremiah are recited on each of the three days of the Paschal
Triduum (see Table 1).
Lesson I

Lesson II

Lesson III

Maundy
Thursday

Chapter I
verses 1-5

Chapter I
verses 6–9

Chapter I
verses 10–14

Good
Friday

Chapter II
verses 8–11

Chapter II
verses 12–15

Chapter III
verses 1–9

Holy
Saturday

Chapter III
verses 22–30

Chapter IV
verses 1–6

Chapter V
verses 1–11

Table 1

Over the centuries, just like other genres of liturgical
music of Western Christianity (masses, Passions, Magnificat, etc.) lamentations have undergone transformation of
their musical style and texture: from the Gregorian monody
to the genres of cantata and oratorio. Initially, they were
recited to the 6th tone, officially set for the genre by the
Council of Trent.
Psalm recitation formulae were preserved in the early
polyphonic lamentations that appeared in the mid-15th
century and were close to the technique of organum with
rigorous syllabic recitation and often parallel motion of
voices. The majority of lamentations presented in the twovolume collection by A. Petrucci (1506) including works
by Jacques Arcadelt, Isaac, Bartolomeo Tromboncino, Johannes Tinctoris, etc. are based on the rich and ornamented
tonus lamentationum of Spanish origin, traditionally used
for the third lesson on Holy Saturday (Oratio Jeremiae).
In the first half of the 16th century lamentations acquired a four-part structure. Stylistically they were close the
motet genre with the whole spectrum of various polyphonic
techniques. In the second half of the century the four sets
of Lamentations of Jeremiah the Prophet were composed
by Palestrina. Along with the development of homophony
many lamentations were created for solo voices with figured
bass. In the 18th century the interest in the genre receded,
although single works, which became virtuoso vocal opuses,
were created by Neapolitan composers including Alessandro Scarlatti, Francesco Durante, Nicola Porpora, Niccolò Jomelli. In French music lamentations spread under
the name of leçons de ténèbres (lessons of Tenebrae), most
vivid examples of which are the opuses of Marc-Antoine

Charpentier and François Couperin (Massenkeil, 2001;
Кириллова, 2005).
We already can state that in the 18–19th centuries,
the genre of lamentations, together with accompanying
responsories of dark Matins was quite widespread in liturgical practices of the Catholic Church in the former GDL.5
Besides the traditional, monophonic Gregorian chants we
managed to discover a number of manuscripts of Lamentations of Jeremiah the Prophet:
•• an anonymous one Lamentationes Hieremiae (F 105–515);
•• 1mo Lamentatia (in C) by Zgirski5 (F 105–57, F 43–
27240);
•• Lamentatio Jeremiae Prophetae (c-moll, F-dur) by
Sokulski (F 105–99, F 105–430).
The latter two works come from the same library collection,6 have a similar timeline pattern of performances, and
also complement each other in the light of the liturgical
canons of Holy Week. These facts suggest that in actual
practice the lamentations composed by Zgirski and Sokulski
were united into a single cycle and performed according
to the order of the liturgy of dark Matins during Maundy
Thursday, Good Friday and Holy Saturday.
Before proceeding to an evaluation of the works, let us
summarize the information about their authors. Despite
making quite an imprint on the history of music in Vilnius,
and despite the survival of a number of hand-written and
published works, no special scientific studies have been
dedicated to their creative work.
Zgirski is a relatively little-known figure in the history of Vilnius church music. It is clearly stated that he
was head of the Choir (senior) of Vilnius Cathedral in
1760–1775. The composer was appointed to this position on October 10, 1760. It goes without saying that
before that he worked as a music teacher (Budzinauskienė,
1998, p. 14). According to J. Kurczewski, in 1775 Zgirski
received a salary of 862 zlotys as the head of the Choir
(Kurczewski, 1916, p. 343).
It is possible that the author of the lamentations, as well
as some other liturgical works preserved in Vilnius library
collections, was Bogusław Zgirski (or Zgierski) – Prefect
of the Basilian monastery in Vilnius, who created music
for plays of the Basilian school theater (Levinskaitė, 1996,
p. 20). Some sources record the name of Bogusław Zgirski
as the author of the music for the play by Samuel Nowicki
(Cicero tragedia, 1752) (Dramat staropolski, p. 308–309,
Wizerunki, 1841, p. 126).
There is every reason to believe that Zgirski was an
outstanding composer of church music of his time. Several
manuscript works (or fragments there of ) of his authorship
survive in Mažvydas National Library in Vilnius and the
Wroblewski Library of the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences.
Еach of the works is a well-developed score for voices and
an instrumental ensemble:
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Missa in D (LMA RS F 43–27254);
Completorium іn D (LNMMB F 105–680);
Completorium in C (Miller, 1936, p. 159);
Sanctum in Es (Levinskaitė, 1996, p. 20);
Requiem in C (LNMMB, F 105–680);
Lamentations in C (LNMMB F 105–57; LMA RS
F 43–27240).
Based on the availability, as a rule, of a few surviving
copies of the abovementioned compositions, as well as
notes made by musicians and singers on the pages of their
manuscripts, the works of Zgirski were used in the liturgical practice of Vilnius Cathedral long after the composer’s
death. For example, one can see on two sets of parts for the
Completorium in D, which obviously come from different
times, notes made by scribes and performers during the
period from 1818 until 1892.
Zgirski’s lamentations in C, which have come down to
us in a full score (F 105–57), as well as in the form of an
incomplete set of vocal parts: Canto, Alto, Basso (F 43–
27240), are no exception. Judging by the notes inscribed by
performers on the pages of the manuscripts, the work was
performed in Vilnius Cathedral throughout the second
half of the 19th century. For example, the last page of the
manuscript for the Alto part has the following inscription:
Na Wielką strzodą / O godzinie 2 poobiedzie / Augustyn Roku
1860 / Marca 15 dnia7

At that time, the work most likely performed under the
baton of the Vilnius church conductor Stanisław Pieszko
visible on the same page has a decrypted tone series in alto
clef with an inscription “Klucz altowy Pan Pieszko” [“Alto
clef Mr. Pieszko”].
In the pages of Zgirski’s lamentations vocal parts one can
see other inscriptions regarding the following performances:
Lamentacja / Roku 1860 Dnia / przed Wielko Noce / We Srode
o godzinie / Drugiey. / Po po łudniu / Dla Państwo Adama i
Panny Jankoskiey / Panny Karoliny Lukomskiey [Lamentations
of the Year 1860 day before Easter on Wednesday at 2 p.m.
For Mr Adam and Ms Jankowskis Ms Karolina Lukomska];
Śpiewał W. Nowicki 1877go roku 22 Marca [Sung by W. Nowicki in 1877 March 22].

The last page of the score of Zgirski’s lamentations has
an even later date of performance of the work: 1894 der
B. Paskowski.
The handwritten score of Zgirski’s lamentations has a
title page and 21 pages of musical notation. The title page
of the score contains the following attribution information
in Latin:
Lamentatia / a / septem vocibus / Canto, Alto, Tenore, Basso /
Flauto primo, Flauto Secundo, / et / Basso Fundamento. / Del.
Seg. Zgirskiego / Partitura.
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Obviously later, in pencil, above this information, the
following is written:
1sza / na Wielką Środę.

In support of our hypothesis about the integration of
the lamentations composed by Zgirski and Sokulski into a
single cycle, we would like to immediately turn the reader’s
attention to the fact that such a “practical” inscription – 2ga
na Wielki Czwartek – was made on the score of Sokulski’s
lamentations in C minor.
The lapidary instrumentation for Zgirski’s lamentations
that accompanies the quartet of vocal parts, consisting of
two flutes and Basso Fundamento, was apparently deliberately chosen by the author8. A matt sound color of flutes
devoid of joyful gloss best suited the mourning category of
the lamentations of Jeremiah, the mysterious and gloomy
atmosphere of dark Matins, and at the same time made it
possible to complete the upper range of the score. However,
the duet of flutes plays only in two of five sections of the
work: in the second – Plorans ploravit, and in the fifth –
Facti sunt. In the other sections, the main textural and
harmonic burden lies with a quartet of soloists accompanied
by Basso Fundamento (in the score referred to as Contra
Basso). All that deprived the score of excessive showiness.
In performance, the voice parts were likely supported by
a pipe organ, which is evidenced by the apparently later
inscribed additional notes to decrypt the Basso Continuo.
Unlike other genres of liturgical music (masses, litanies),
the text of which allows various options for its distribution
in the form of a whole, the type of internal structure of the
musical form of the lamentations was, as a rule, quite clearly
specified by the text. Zgirski’s lamentations, in this sense, are
no exception: their form obeys the logic of the construction
of the biblical text – the first five verses of the first book of
Lamentations of Jeremiah, divided by letters of the Hebrew
alphabet. What we can see is a one-part work, in which the
introductory section stands out (Incipit lamentatio Jeremie
prophete), five main sections corresponding to five verses of
the Latin text, and the final section (Jerusalem Convertere
ad Dominum Deum). Partition boundaries are monumental
chants of the Hebrew letters (ALEPH, BETH, GHIMEL,
DALETH, HE). The full text of Zgirski’s lamentations
together with the translation is presented in table 2.
Stylistically, Zgirski’s lamentations are close to the works
of his contemporaries in the so-called cantata style – for example, to the Litanis by Józef Zeidler (end of 1744–1806),
Jan Wański (1756–end of 1830), and Wojciech Dankowski
(end of 1760–after 1836). As in many works of that period,
parts of Zgirski’s lamentations, each of them being built on
their own thematic material, alternate on the principle of
contrast. The form as a whole gets “closed” with an arch
between the opening and closing sections of the Adagio
having a solemn and monumental tonality and similar

Lamentations for Maundy Thursday (Great Wednesday) by Zgirski, in С
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Text in Latin

Translation into English

Introductory
section

Incipit lamentatio Jeremie prophete

Start of the lamentations of Jeremiah the
prophet

1 section

ALEPH. Quomodo sedet sola civitas plena
populo! Facta est quasi vidua domina gentium;
princeps provinciarum facta est sub tributo.

ALEPH. How lonely sits the city that was full of
people! How like a widow has she become, she
that was great among the nations! She that was a
princess among the cities has become a vassal.

2 section

BETH. Plorans ploravit in nocte, et lacrimæ ejus
in maxillis ejus: non est qui consoletur eam, ex
omnibus caris ejus; omnes amici ejus spreverunt
eam, et facti sunt ei inimici.

BETH. She weeps bitterly in the night, tears
on her cheeks; among all her lovers she has
none to comfort her; all her friends have dealt
treacherously with her, they have become her
enemies.

3 section

GHIMEL. Migravit Judas propter afflictionem,
et multitudinem servitutis; habitavit inter gentes,
nec invenit requiem: omnes persecutores ejus
apprehenderunt eam inter angustias.

GHIMEL. Judah has gone into exile because
of affliction and hard servitude; she dwells now
among the nations, but finds no resting place;
her pursuers have all overtaken her in the midst
of her distress.

4 section

DALETH. Viæ Sion lugent, eo quod non sint
qui veniant ad solemnitatem: omnes portæ ejus
destructæ, sacerdotes ejus gementes; virgines ejus
squalidæ, et ipsa oppressa amaritudine.

DALETH. The roads to Zion mourn, for none
come to the appointed feasts; all her gates are
desolate, her priests groan; her maidens have
been dragged away, and she herself suffers
bitterly.

5 section

HE. Facti sunt hostes ejus in capite; inimici
ejus locupletati sunt: quia Dominus locutus est
super eam propter multitudinem iniquitatum
ejus. Parvuli ejus ducti sunt in captivitatem ante
faciem tribulantis.

HE. Her foes have become the head, her
enemies prosper, because the LORD has
made her suffer for the multitude of her
transgressions; her children have gone away,
captives before the foe.

Closing
section

Jerusalem Convertere ad Dominum Deum

Turn to the Lord God to Jerusalem

Table 2

melodic turns. This consolidation of the form has its roots
in the canzone and was characteristic of plenty of liturgical works of the 17th century (Litania cursoria Szarzyński,
Litaniae de Providentia Divina G. Gorczycki).
Zgirski’s lamentations begin with a short, but solemn,
built on tonal and dynamic contrasts, introductory section – Incipit lamentatio Jeremie prophete (Adagio, in C):

The first main section – Quomodo sedet (Allegro moderato, in C) attracts attention by the dynamism of the
material of four solo voice parts against the background
of a restless figure of Basso continuo accompaniment. The
character of this section is determined by pointed calls of
the voices that sometimes appear in an imitative method
of performance:
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The second section Plorans ploravit (Adagio, in A)
contrasts with the previous section in its tempo, meter, and
mourning tonality emphasized by lamento figures in a duet
for flutes and by the symbolism of small-second intonations.
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Rising decisive scales set the tonality of the third section
Migravit Judas (in F). This accentuates the lyrical fourth Viæ
Sion (in c), which starts with the soft, “lacy” intonations of
two feminine voices:

Lastly, the fifth and most extensive section, Facti sunt
(Moderato, in G), designated as Aria, is actually a duet for
alto and tenor, which begins with ritornello of flutes:

It is obvious that the choir in Zgirski’s lamentations
plays a far smaller role than the solo voices. We can assume
that the author initially counted only on solo parts as the
outermost sections of the score are not deprived of virtuoso
moments rich in intra-syllabic chants, either. In the score
(F 105–57), there is no note for distribution between the
choir and solo voices. Separate notes appear in the Alto part
(F 43–27240), but they do not provide a complete picture
of the performing conception of the work.
In general, it can be noted that the lamentations composed by Zgirski embody a distinct imprint of the Baroque
style and in all likelihood were written in the last third of
the 18th century. The middle parts of the work show signs
of a concert style prevalent in church music of the 17th–
18th centuries. The whole form has features of a vocal and
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instrumental multipart concert with its contrasts of character, meter and the composition of performers. Elements of
polyphony were not alien to Zgirski, and they are embodied
not in the Baroque counterpoint, but only in the simulation
exordium of the voice parts.
It is not known whether Zgirski was the author of a full
cycle of Holy Week lamentations. It is possible that at the
end of the 18th–early in the 19th century, the scores of his
authorship for Good Friday and Holy Saturday were lost.
Anyway, only one score of Zgirski survives today; it constitutes the first part of the lamentations cycle – for Maundy
Thursday. In this regard, we may believe that a full cycle of
Holy Week lamentations for Vilnius Cathedral, which was
used in liturgical practice in the second half of the 19th
century, was formed in a gradual way. It is possible that
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knowing the score of Zgirski and the tradition of performing
lamentations in Vilnius Cathedral, Sokulski added the two
parts required for the whole of the cycle in the first third
of the 19th century.
Despite the fact that composer, teacher and violin
maker Antoni Sokulski (Sukulski) lived and worked in the
former GDL not so long ago – in the first half of the 19th
century – there are few records and analytical papers on this
personality. The most concise source of his biography is the
anonymous Wspomnienie o Antonim Sokulskim [Recollections about Anton Sokulski] in the periodical Wizerunki i
roztrząsania naukowe [Scientific images and deliberations]
(Wspomnienie, 1842). Certain facts about Sokulski can be
found in the memoirs of G. Puzynina, in Słownik muzyków
dawnej Polski do roku 1800 [Dictionary of musicians of
Old Poland before 1800] by Adolf Chybiński, and the
monography Teatr polski i muzyka na Litwie jako strażnice
kultury Zachodu (1745–1865): studium z dziejów kultury
polskiej [Polish Theatre and Music in Lithuania as Guards
of Western Culture (1745–1865): Study of the history of
Polish culture] by Antoni Miller. Valuable information is
available in the article by Jerzy Gołos for the edition of the
Fugue for organ in C major (Sokulski, 1974).
Until recently the life and work of Sokulski have not
been analysed in scientific publications, which can be accounted for by the small number of the surviving works.
For a long period he has been known solely for his Fugue
for organ in C major (Sokulski, 1974; Музыка, 2007) and
the song of the Philomaths Society Hej, radością oczy błysną
[Let the joy glow in our eyes], lyrics by Adam Mickiewicz,
1819 (Немагай, 2004). Certain critical sources contain
references to the acknowledged Passion Week Lamentations
annually performed in Vilnius Cathedral, but their scores
have remained obscured from the researcher’s attention for
a long period (Wspomnienie, 1842, p. 209).
The abovementioned sources allow us summarize currently available information about Sokulski and reconstruct
some facts of his life. The musician was born in Podgórze
near Cracow. After military service and the 1794 uprising,
in which he had taken part, the composer moved to the
region of the former Grand Duchy of Lithuania annexed
by the Russian Empire. He served as a musician and music
teacher in the house of Marshal Stanislaw Soltan in Dziatlava, worked in the courts of the Wankowiczes, Kublickis,
Mostowskis, and Tyszkiewiczes, as well as in the estates of
the Tyzenhauses in Pastavy and Günthers in Dabraŭlany
(present Belarus). For a period of his life the composer
lived and worked in Vilnius. According to the memoirs of
Milewski, he worked in the Music School of Vilnius University, together with Jan Dawid Holland, Józef Deszczyński
and Jan Nepomuk Renner (Wspomnienie, 1842, p. 209).
It is known that Sokulski cooperated with Holland in the
publication of The Academic Treatise on the Genuine Art of

Music (1806), had close contacts with the circle of Joseph
and Kristin Franks, and co-organised a number of amateur
events. In the twilight of his life he made musical instruments, mostly violins and violas (Chybiński, 1948–49;
Puzynina, 1928; Sokulski, 1974; Wspomnienie, 1842).
This encyclopaedic information requires a number of
clarifications. Sokulski could not have started his work in
the Dziatlava capella until 1797, when with the permission of Paul I Stanislaw Soltan could have returned after
his banishment to Kazan (capital city of present Tatarstan,
Russia).10 In the first third of the 19th century his capella
was among the most renowned. It was mentioned by Mickiewicz in his epic poem Pan Tadeusz [Master Thaddeus],
book VIII:
Pan Tyzenhauz tancerzy przysłał, a kapele
Ogiński i pan Sołtan, co mieszka w Zdzięciele (Міцкевіч,
1998, р. 183).

From the memoirs of G. Günther-Puzyna we learn that
in the 1830s Sokulski worked in Pastavy (present Belarus)
teaching music to the children of the renowned ornithologist and collector count Konstanty Tyzenhaus: Marina,
Helena, Zbigniew and Rudolf. 11 After the Tyzenhauses left
for Riga in 1837, the musician moved to Dabraŭlany, where
he taught music to Matilda, Gabriela and Ida, daughters of
Adam and Alexandra Günther. The memoirist left a short
description of the composer’s personality:
He was a fairly good guy. He walked a lot, wrote light poems
and did not bore us or make our life difficult (Puzynina,
1928, p. 235).

The author of the obituary in Scientific Images and
Deliberations confirms the good character of the composer.
For example, he writes, that during his work in Vilnius,
Sokulski was the one who united the local musicians. The
article points out “the gentle and sweet manners” of the
composer, his “light and sociable character, thorough education and good breeding, which spoke in his favour and
made pleasing for everybody”.
The time of his death, referred to in this article as “the
previous year”, gives good cause to think that the composer
did pass away in 1840, as the Polish sources state, but in
1841. Chybiński is of the similar opinion (Chybiński,
1948–49, p. 117).
Despite the recognition and popularity of Sokulski’s
Passion Week Lamentations that for a long time were performed annually in Vilnius Catholic Cathedral, no information on their publication is available (Wizerunki, p. 209).
Therefore, the retrieved manuscripts can be considered the
only source for their analysis.
The inscriptions on the scores by Sokulski (F 105–99,
F 105–430) show that they used to be performed on
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Lamentations for Holy Saturday (Good Friday) by Sokulski in F
major

Lamentations for Good Friday (Maundy Thursday)
by Sokulski in C minor Thursday<}0{>
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Latin text

English translation

Introductory
section

De lamentatione Jeremiae prophetae

Lamentations of Jeremiah the Prophet

1 section

2.8 HETH. Cogitavit Dominus dissipare
murum filiæ Sion; tetendit funiculum suum, et
non avertit manum suam a perditione: luxitque
antemurale, et murus pariter dissipatus est.

2.8 HETH. The LORD determined to lay in
ruins the wall of the daughter of Zion; he marked
it off by the line; he restrained not his hand
from destroying; he caused rampart and wall to
lament, they languish together.

2 section

2.9 TETH. Defixæ sunt in terra portæ ejus,
perdidit et contrivit vectes ejus; regem ejus
et principes ejus in gentibus: non est lex, et
prophetæ ejus non invenerunt visionem a
Domino.

2.9 TETH. Her gates have sunk into the
ground; he has ruined and broken her bars;
her king and princes are among the nations;
the law is no more, and her prophets obtain no
vision from the LORD.

3 section

2.10 JOD. Sederunt in terra, conticuerunt
senes filiæ Sion; consperserunt cinere capita sua,
accincti sunt ciliciis: abjecerunt in terram capita
sua virgines Jerusalem.

2.10 IOD. The elders of the daughter of Zion
sit on the ground in silence; they have cast
dust on their heads and put on sackcloth; the
maidens of Jerusalem have bowed their heads
to the ground.

4 section

2.11 CAPH. Defecerunt præ lacrimis oculi
mei, conturbata sunt viscera mea; effusum est in
terra jecur meum super contritione filiæ populi
mei, cum deficeret parvulus et lactens in plateis
oppidi.

2.11 CAPH. My eyes are spent with weeping;
my soul is in tumult; my heart is poured out
in grief because of the destruction of the
daughter of my people, because infants and
babes faint in the streets of the city.

Closing
section

Jerusalem, Jerusalem, convertere ad Dominum
Deum tuum

Jerusalem, Jerusalem, return to the Lord thy
God

Introductory
section

De lamentatione Jeremiae prophetae

Lamentations of Jeremiah the Prophet

1 section

3.22 HETH. Misericordiæ Domini, quia
non sumus consumpti; quia non defecerunt
miserationes ejus.

3.22 HETH. The steadfast love of the LORD
never ceases, his mercies never come to an end;

2 section

3.23 HETH. Novi diluculo, multa est fides
tua.
3.24 HETH. Pars mea Dominus, dixit anima
mea; propterea exspectabo eum.
3.25 TETH. Bonus est Dominus sperantibus in
eum, animæ quærenti illum.

3.23 HETH. They are new every morning;
great is thy faithfulness.
3.24 HETH. "The LORD is my portion," says
my soul, "therefore I will hope in him."
3.25 TETH. The LORD is good to those who
wait for him, to the soul that seeks him.

3 section

3.26 TETH. Bonum est bonum præstolari cum
silentio salutare Dei.
3.27 TETH. Bonum est viro cum portaverit
jugum ab adolescentia sua.

3.26 TETH. It is good that one should wait
quietly for the salvation of the LORD.
3.27 TETH. It is good for a man that he bear
the yoke in his youth.

4 section

3.28 JOD. Sedebit solitarius, et tacebit, quia
levavit super se.
3.29 JOD. Ponet in pulvere os suum, si forte sit
spes.
3.30 JOD. Dabit percutienti se maxillam:
saturabitur opprobriis.

3.28 Let him sit alone in silence when he has
laid it on him;
3.29 Let him put his mouth in the dust—there
may yet be hope;
3.30 Let him give his cheek to the smiter, and
be filled with insults

Closing
section

Jerusalem, Jerusalem, convertere ad Dominum
Deum tuum

Jerusalem, Jerusalem, return to the Lord thy
God
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Maundy Thursday and Good Friday. Nevertheless, according to the liturgical order they are intended for Good
Friday and Holy Saturday respectively, according to the
fragments of the Lamentations of St. Jeremiah used in
them. Thus, the first opus (C minor) by Sokulski is a setting
of verses 8–11 of Chapter II of the Lamentations, whereas
the second (F major) sets verses 22–30 of Chapter III (see
Table 1). The table 3 shows the distribution of the texts
of the Lamentations of Jeremiah in Sokulski’s settings in
C minor and F major.
The newly discovered materials for the Lamentations in
C minor have two sets of parts and a score. The oldest set
of parts bears certain inscriptions by the singers. Thus, one
of the Canto parts bears the text R 1838, another one – M.
Salnicki śpiewał koło 1877 roku [M. Salnicki sang it c 1877].
Therefore, we can conclude that the opus was written not
later than 1838 and, satisfying the liturgical demand for a
long period, was performed in the second half of the 19th
century.
The handwritten score12 includes 21 pages of musical
notation. The initial notation included four vocal voices
and parts for a flute, viola, cello and contrabass. The parts
for two clarinets and a bassoon were added to the score in a
different handwriting. Moreover, the set contains parts for
two French horns and two trombones that seem to have
been written later and, very likely, not by the composer
himself. These ‘amendments’ to the score probably show
that the opus was popular and was a regular element in the
liturgical repertoire of Vilnius Cathedral.
Sokulski’s Lamentations in F major for Good Friday13
(liturgically – for Holy Saturday) are represented by an
incomplete score14 and one set of voice parts. The composition of the score is different from that of the previous one:
besides four choral (solo)15 parts there are two violas, a cello
and a bass, and two winds – a flute and a clarinet. The set
also contains parts for a trombone and first violin, which,
judging by the paper, were amended much later. Below are
inscriptions on the scores regarding performances, which
show the incredibly long life of the opus—since at least
1841 (the year of Sokulski’s death) till 1893:

Pisał A. U. Roku 1846 dnia 1 aprila [Written by A.U. in the
year 1846 on the day of 1 April]
Krzyknicie Bassy za to będziecie jeść na Wielkanoc kiełbasy.
[Sound the basses and you will eat sausages at Christmas].
Śpiewał M. Woyciechowski. R. 1852 (1832?) [Sung by M.
Woyciechowski. Y. 1852 (1832?)]
Śpiewał Maksimilian W R 1853 [Sung by Maksimilian W
Y 1853]
Śpiewał Juzef Oponowicz R 1860 [Sung by Juzef Oponowicz
Y 1860]
Rku 1860 Marca 14 d. Wilno S.P. [Year 1860 March 14 Vilnius S.P.]
Śpiewał W. Lozdowski R 1860 [Sung by W. Lozdowski Y 1860]
1867 r. W Wilnie. [1867 y. In Vilnius]
Śpiewał Bonifacy Fredukowicz (Fedukowicz) 1891 [Sung by
Bonifacy Fredukowicz (Fedukowicz) 1981]
M: Platt. R: 1891. Marca. 29go[M: Platt. Y: 1891. March 29th]
Rok 1893 Marca 26 dnia [Year 1893 March on day 26]

In both scores, the vocal parts (except the bass) are in
C clef. The order of voices in the score breaks the usual
conventions: for example, the parts for the choir and soloists are put at the top. The peculiarity of the opuses is the
absence of violin parts. The composer might have intended
to dampen the sound of the strings to convey a sombre
mood. In general, the score and the parts are well developed
by the composer and, probably, the conductors.16 The scores
also contain a lot of markings for tempos, dynamics and
articulation.
Sokulski’s Lamentations are elaborate vocal and instrumental opuses, close to cantatas. Following the tradition
of the genre, they open with the section De lamentatione
Jeremiae prophetae, kind of a dramatic beginning:
The four main sections are performed without a break
and are separated by short episodes of a choral character
(Adagio or Lento), based on the letters of the Hebrew alphabet (HETH, TETH, IOD, CAPH – in the Lamentations
in C minor; HETH, TETH, IOD – in the Lamentations
in F major) Their presence in the Latin text reminds us that
all five chapters of the original in Hebrew are written in the
form of alphabetic acrostics. 17

A. Sokulski. Lamentations in C minor, Introductory section
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A. Sokulski. Lamentations in C minor

Both opuses traditionally end with small codas with the
lyrics Jerusalem, Jerusalem, convertere ad Dominum Deum
tuum, a free quotation from the Book of Hosea (XIV.1)
Antoni Sokulski followed the established structure
in both opuses but gave them their individual form and
content.
The Lamentations in C minor, besides the opening
and ending, have four basic sections of different character
telling the story of how God destroyed Jerusalem. The first
one (Cogitavit Deus, C moll) presents tragic images of suffering. It develops dynamically with vivid contrasts and a
full orchestral texture. The second section (Defixae sunt, E
flat major) opens with an expressive, solemn cello solo. Its
dramatic climax with syncopated figures in the strings transforms into light ‘Mozartish’ chromaticized ascending ‘sighs’.
The third section, calmer and more balanced, (Sederunt in
terra, in A flat major) unfolds in triple metre. The fourth,
and last, section in compound duple meter (Defecerunt
prae lacrimus, G minor) is based on an extremely expressive
melody carried by a fragment for solo alto and, after a small
passage in between, by a flute and a clarinet.
The Lamentations in F major has the same structural
form as the previous opus. The distribution of lyrics in the

main sections differs to some extent: chapters II–IV combine some shorter verses from the Book of Lamentations
(see Table 3). At the same time, although the recitation of
the Hebrew letters (HETH, TETH, IOD) inside these sections does not stand out syntactically from the whole, it delimits the sections with, usually, different musical material.
Solo fragments play a significant role in the Lamentations
in F major. Thus, section I (Misericordiae Domini, F major)
starts with a tenor’s arioso; Section II (Novi diloculo, B flat
major) is a duet for tenor and soprano. Section III (Bonus est
Dominus, D minor) starts with an arioso for bass, develops
into a duet for soprano and alto, and only section IV (the
last one) is practically entirely choral. An important role
in the opus is played by figured and imitational parts (fragments?), for example, part III and the vocal parts of part IV
start with a fugato, and imitations fill many elements of the
whole work. All in all, as the essence of the Lamentations in
F major is God’s mercy the opus presents more gentle images
than the Lamentations in C minor, although it has no lesser
dynamics and dramatic effect. In general, the character of
the Lamentations in C minor and F major perfectly fits the
atmosphere of Good Friday and Holy Saturday with their
main substantive content: the death of Jesus on the cross
and the expectation of the Resurrection of the Lord.
The Lamentations of Jeremiah the Prophet in C minor
and F major demonstrate Sokulski’s high professionalism
in composition and writing scores. The works are extremely
expressive, with vivid music images and rich content. The
music material develops flexibly, full of dynamic ascents,
climaxes and descents. To conclude, we can characterize
sthe opuses as among the best examples of religious music
of the former GDL in the first half of the 19th century.
Sokulski’s Lamentations chronologically and stylistically
belong to the pre-romantic epoch. In a number of fragments
the composer applies expressive means typical for mature
and late classicism (e.g. Beethoven’s themes in major key
parts, leading-tone chromaticism of ‘sighs’):

A. Sokulski. Lamentations in F major, Section 3 Bonum est bonum
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Example a:

A. Sokulski. Lamentations in F major, Section 1 Misericordiae Domini, tenor arioso

M.K. Oginski. Romances
Example b:

A. Sokulski. Lamentations in F major. Section 3 Bonus est, bass arioso

M.K. Oginski. Dafni

At the same time the works show distinctive features of
early romanticism; among them – rich and intense development of modes and tones, individualization of instruments
within the orchestra, and, foremost, lyricism permeating
into the melody. A vivid example is the theme of part IV
of the Lamentations in C minor: its emotionally open, distinctively flexible melody is of explicitly song-like form and
has a typical ‘melancholic intonation’ of pre-romanticism:
Many melodic fragments of the Lamentations have
intonations similar to works of the pre-romantic period,
particularly, romances by Michał Kleof Oginski.
The general the style of both Lamentations by Sokulski
turns out to correlate with the style of the religious works of
Deszczyński (1781–1844), particularly, his Litany of Our Lady
of the Gate of Dawn D-dur (Немагай, 2010; Немогай, 2013).
In conclusion, we should pay attention to the coincidence of the individual dates of performing the lamentations
of Zgirski and Sokulski. Of them, we have two documented
ones, according to the notes made by performers and scribes:
Lamentations by Zgirski

This concordance of performance dates confirms the
hypothesis that the works by Zgirski and Sokulski at least
in the second half of the 19th century were combined in a
single cycle, and were performed according to the order of
the liturgy of dark Matins.
Conclusions
Scores of the lamentations by Zgirski and Sokulski shed
light on the liturgy of Easter Triduum in Vilnius Cathedral
in the 19th century. From the analysis of the scores it follows
that at least in the second and last third of the 19th century,
on Maundy Thursday, Good Friday and Holy Saturday the
works by local composers directly related to the Choir of
Vilnius Cathedral and the musical and cultural environment of Vilnius were performed.
The discovery of the lamentations in C, as well as other
Zgirski works, which are preserved in the Mažvydas National Library in Vilnius and the Wroblewski Library of
Lamentations by Sokulski

Roku 1860 / Marca 15 dnia

F 43–27240
voice part Alto

Rku 1860 Marca 14 d. Wilno
S.P.

F 105–430
voice part Canto

Śpiewał W. Nowicki 1877go
roku 22 Marca

F 43–27240
voice part Alto

M. Salnicki spiewał roko
1877 roko

F 105–99
voice part Canto

Table 4
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the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences, allows us to establish
him as an outstanding composer of religious music of the
last third of the 18th century. His personality and creativity
unquestionably deserve special analysis in the context of the
religious creativity of composers of the former GDL and
wider – of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.
Analysis of Sokulski’s lamentations (in C minor and
F major) allows us to place his creative personality in line
with the best writers of religious music of the former GDL
of the period preceding Moniuszko: Florian (?) Bobrowsky
(1779?–1846?) Wojciech Dankowski (1760?–1814?),
Józef Kozłowski (1757–1831), and Józef Deszczyński
(1771–1844). Sokulski’s lamentations, which certainly
should had been familiar to the young Moniuszko, immediately preceded the appearance of such important works
of church music by the latter as Litanies of Ostra Brama.
The liturgical complementarity of the scores of Zgirski
and Sokulski, the common period of performance of the
works (at least from 1860 to 1894), as well as the appurtenance of the scores to the same religious and cultural environment – Vilnius Cathedral – suggest that in the practice
of the dark Matins liturgy the works were combined into
a single cycle of Holy Week lamentations. Their appurtenance to different epochs and styles, in all probability, did
not tie up the performers. For the formation of a full cycle
of Vilnius Cathedral lamentations, the outstanding quality
of the musical material of all three analyzed works as well as
an extremely high compliance with the atmosphere of the
dark Matins liturgy can be considered crucial.
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(F 45–51), Fundamento Basso (F 45–47). See Рэлігійная,
2000, р. 5–6, 12–34.
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Zgirskiego / Partitura.
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Such information is handwritten on the cover of the manuscript F 43–27240. Crossed out: Instead of liturgical “dating”
of the first part of the lamentations, the manuscripts have
recorded the actual time of their performance transferred, in
this case, to Wednesday, the eve of Great Thursday.
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This thesis is confirmed by comparison with other scores
by Zgirski that are pretty full of rich instrumentations, for
example, the Completorium in D (F 105–680).
10
As far back as 1795, the wife of Sołtan, Franciszka Teofila
insinuated herself into the confidence of Repnin and managed to get a writ of protection for Dziatlava county, which
kept the estate from confiscation. It seems probable that she
was that famous “Mrs. Sołtan,” who in 1795 helped Ogiński
together with Karol Prozor and Franciszek Łaźniński under
the guise of her servants to move through the border posts
without the necessary Russian passports. Then in Jarosław
(Galicia), the runaway composer for three weeks played the
role of the Secretary of his benefactress.
11
G. Günther-Puzyna in her usual, pretty easy memoir style,
which allowed consideration of the personal lives of her
characters, is mainly focused on the history of the marriage
of Sokulski and the further destiny of his relatives.
12
The title on the first page of the score: Lamentatio Jeremiae
Prophetae. Par M. Anto: Sokulski. A later inscription in pencil:
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Santrauka
XVIII a. paskutiniais dešimtmečiais ir visą XIX a. Vilniaus katedra buvo vienas svarbiausių buvusios Lietuvos
Didžiosios Kunigaikštystės muzikos centrų. Gausi katedros biblioteka buvo nuolat papildoma ne tik Europos ir
Lenkijos kompozitorių kūriniais, kurie sudarė didžiąją dalį
choro repertuaro, bet ir puikiais kūriniais, sukurtais vietinių
autorių. Labai ilgai daug Vilniaus kompozitorių kūrinių
buvo šios šventovės repertuare: menine kokybe puikūs
kūriniai „gyveno“ ilgą laiką ir po jų autorių mirties. Tarp
tokių minėtinos Zgirskio (XVIII a. antros pusės bažnytinės
muzikos kompozitorius, 1760–1775 m. vadovavęs Vilniaus
katedros chorui) Lamentacija C-dur ir Antonio Sokulskio
Lamentacijos c-moll ir F-dur, kurios buvo įsitvirtinusios
Vilniaus katedros choro repertuare iki XIX a. pabaigos.
Šv. pranašo Jeremijo verksmai ir lamentacijos, žanras,
priklausęs Didžiosios savaitės naktinių pamaldų apeigoms,
plačiai paplito Renesanso ir Baroko laikotarpio Europos
muzikoje. Galima manyti, kad šis unikalus reiškinys buvo
populiarus Vilniuje XIX a., kai įvairialypio muzikinio
akompanimento naktinių pamaldų apeigoms tradicija ėmė
silpnėti.
Didįjį ketvirtadienį atliekama Zgirskio Lamentacija
C-dur yra puikus kompozitoriaus, kurio palikimas iki šiol
labai mažai nagrinėtas, kūrybinio darbo pavyzdys. Partitūra, savo stilistiniais parametrais artima Baroko laikotarpio
partitūroms, turi vokalinio ir instrumentinio koncerto
bruožų ir sudaryta iš ritmo (metro) ir atlikėjų sudėties
požiūriu kontrastingų epizodų. Nėra žinoma, ar Zgirskis
buvo viso lamentacijų ciklo autorius. Panašu, kad per XIX a.
pirmuosius trisdešimt metų žymus Vilniaus kompozitorius
ir švietėjas Sokulskis prie vienintelės išlikusios lamentacijos
pridėjo Didžiajam penktadieniui ir Didžiajam šeštadieniui
skirtas lamentacijas.
Biografinių žinių apibendrinimas, taip pat ir jų nustatymas bei Sokulskio Lamentacijų c-moll ir F-dur mokslinis
pristatymas reikšmingai praplečia Vilniaus XIX a. religinės
muzikos ir muzikinės kultūros panoramą. Pirminė lamentacijų analizė suteikia galimybę nagrinėti kompozitoriaus
palikimą kaip svarbų buvusios LDK priešromantinės epochos muzikos meno reiškinį.
Kaip bendras ciklas, kuris skambėjo Vilniaus katedroje
per Didžiojo ketvirtadienio, Didžiojo penktadienio ir Didžiojo šeštadienio apeigas, Zgirskio ir Sokulskio sukurtos
lamentacijos yra unikalus Vilniaus bažnytinės muzikos
paminklas. Priklausydami skirtingoms epochoms ir stiliams,
šie kūriniai buvo sujungti į ciklą, remiantis funkciniais ir
liturginiais tikslais, kilme, taip pat ir dėl puikių meninių
ypatybių.
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Sviatlena NIEMAHAJ

The first page of the Lamentation in C minor by Sokulski

The first page of the Lamentation in F major by Sokulski
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The first page of the Lamentation in C by Zgirski
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